Learn it all from Alpha to Omega!

GREEK

is
Too Good
to Pass Up!

While there is a tradition of teaching Greek only to a brilliant elite, at LSU, we take a different approach. We teach Greek like a language spoken and written by ordinary people. It just takes you to extraordinary places.

Interested students should sign up for
GREK 1001
(Classical and Biblical together)
Sec. 1 M-Th 8:40-9:30
or
Sec. 2 M-Th 9:40-10:30

Contact us to find out more!

Albert Watanabe
578-9026 awatan@lsu.edu

Wilfred E. Major
578-3754 wmajor@lsu.edu

Paul Anderson
578-0408 revranderson@cox.net

BOOST YOUR CAREER

Higher Test Scores
Greater Vocabulary
Critical Thinking
Ethics & Humanities
Prestige

ENRICH YOUR LIFE

The Trojan War: Homer
Poetry: Sappho
Greek Drama: Tragedy & Comedy
Philosophy: Socrates, Plato, Aristotle
Mathematics: Pythagoras Euclid
Medicine: Hippocrates
History: Herodotus (the story of "300")
Thucydides Xenophon
The Bible
and more!